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Dear Dr. Martin J. Hodson, Many thanks for your comments. We have modified the manuscript following the comments.

Response to the comments: 1) The reviewer felt it needs some shortening of the discussion. We think the suggestion is great, thus, some unnecessary contents have been deleted in the new discussion. 2) The reviewer felt that the English needs attention. Thank you. We have asked Professor Eric Posmentier in department of Earth Sciences, Dartmouth College to do the English editing again, and he had edited the English thoroughly. Thus, I believe the English must be greatly improved. Actually, Professor Eric Posmentier has done English-editing of the manuscript last year, however,
we added some new contents in the manuscript after his editing, this may introduce some English mistakes. 3) The title was changed following the comment.

Best wishes

Sincerely yours,

Guoan Wang

Please also note the supplement to this comment:

______________________________